
 

Why People Donated to the Sculpture 

I am donating to help keep the importance of green finance in clear view and to honour the memory 

of Tessa Tennant, who was a real inspiration to me as well as being a wise and trusted colleague. 

Euan Forbes 

In loving memory of Tessa. Alan Brown 

In loving memory of dear Tessa Tennant, whose memory inspires me deeply, always. Just as I like to 

imagine Tessa keeping a watchful eye on all I get up to, I'd love to imagine a sculpture keeping her 

watchful eye on everyone working in the City. Dave Hampton 

In co-operation and in memory of Tessa. Ed Mayo 

In sad but wonderful memory of working with 

Tessa! Lawrence Edmans 

To promote Tessa Tennant's work towards make 

sustainable economies a reality. Tracey Worcester 

I am a friend of Tessa’s and share her vision of this 

sculpture, but as I am living on a pension. Sorry not 

to give more. Fiona Martynoga 

Because Tessa hugely inspired me, and I want to help her inspire others. Jenny McInnes 

Tessa inspired many actions and people: this is a great idea to help ensure continued inspiration and 

relevance for private finance to be central to sustainable development. Robert Barker 

Tessa was such an incredible, warm and compassionate person. The sculpture will be an amazing 

legacy for those who will remember her and those she will inspire in the future. Emily Farnworth 

With love and appreciation for all that you have done to create a sustainable world. Your legacy will 

live on through CDP, this sculpture and many other organisations and people. Paul Simpson 

In Honour of dear Tessa - friend, mentor, always urging us to do more. Tough and fair. Loud laugh 

and roar. Never forgotten. Always inspiring. Rachel Kyte 

Thank you for this wonderful initiative. Lowri Brown 

If the piece can reach though to the humanity of investors as people - helping them to recognise the 

things that really matters in life, we might just be able to start to build the kind of world we want our 

children to inherit. Julia Dreblow 



In loving memory of Tessa and all her brilliant work. Julia Hill 

It is a great pleasure to support this project and I wish you a swift and easy progress towards your 

targets. Hannah Pearce 

I worked with Tessa from 1987. She constantly inspired my 30 years in the field of SRI, upon which 

the future of the human race depends. What mission could be more important than the flourishing of 

the human species? Giles Chitty 

What a great way to remember the huge impact of Tessa's work in making our world a better place 

to live. Nigel Parsons 

In memory of our much-loved Tessa. Peter Head 

As a fellow team colleague of Tessa Tennant at Jupiter when green funds were launched, I witnessed 

her passion for this new revolution in green finance. Tessa passion was enhanced by her humour and 

boundless energy. Very much loved and missed. Cynthia Pinniger 

A fabulously sustainable idea to mark the life of a pioneer - well done. 

Edward Mallinckrodt 

Donation to honour Tessa Tennant! Maria Ivanova 

To pass on Tessa's message of global stewardship to London and the rest of 

the world. Als Scrope 

Tessa was a good friend and campaigner and we knew each other through 

her work and mine as a journalist. Paul Brown 

Recognising and celebrating the extraordinary vision and energy of Tessa Tennant and friends in the 

green finance world. Camilla Toulmin 

Given to recognize Tessa Tennant's inspired contribution to making the world a better place by 

enabling money to do better things. Chris Rose 

For Tessa. For green. For ethical investment. For a better world. Looking forward to seeing what 

emerges. Julia Hailes 

In memory of Tessa Tennant - 

friend, collaborator, inspiration 

and mentor. Long may her 

drive, energy and charm 

inspire others to continue her 

work. Long may her legacy live. 

Philip Whalley 

My donation is in memory of a 

dear friend and inspiration - 

Tessa Tennant.  Alya Kayal 

In recognition of Tessa's 

lifelong contribution to green finance. Peter Knott 

A contribution to the establishment of a green finance sculpture - particularly in memory of Tessa 

Tennant - a great pioneer of green investment. Martin Gillett 



The multi-faith OurVoices and GreenFaith family loved Tessa very much and miss her deeply. Rev. 

Fletcher Harper 

With many thanks to Tessa. Takejiro Sueyoshi 

In memory of Tessa - and to continue her work. Robin Bidwell 

I'm contributing in memory of Tessa and love for her! It is also made to as a celebration of her huge 

contribution to sustainable finance over the years. The sculpture can help create a visual and 

permanent reminder of Tessa's life work. Amal Amin 

With all my support for a fitting memorial to Tessa and to celebrate the growth of Green Finance. 

Charles Millar 

This is in memory of Tessa, whom we both loved. Hugh Raven  

Personal donation in memory of a pioneer I got to know a little over the years. Ben Ridley 

In Memoriam DEREK CHILDS (1933-1991), who co-founded the Merlin Ecology Fund with Tessa 

Tennant in 1988.  Jane Childs 

I loved and worked with Tessa. I see the financial markets as our biggest challenge. And I see such a 

sculpture as a way of celebrating progress to date and signalling the need for a lot more. John 

Elkington 

For a very special Tessa's sculpture. Meryam Omi 

In celebration of Tessa. Stephen Moir 

In memory of a very dear friend and mentor. Tim Fiennes & James 

Tessa came down from heaven to light up the world and protect the earth. Paul Clement 

With love and gratitude to Tessa Tennant for inspiring a generation of financiers to step up on 

climate action and make finance a force for good. Ingrid Holmes 

Good luck with the project in such a good cause. A wonderful memorial to our dear friend Tessa. 

Robin Grove-White 



 

This is in memory of the wonderful Tessa Tennant. Stephen Joseph 

Thank you so much for taking this excellent idea forward. Tessa was a huge inspiration to me 

personally. Whether or not they know it, an entire generation of responsible investment professionals 

owe their career to her. Tessa should be very proud. Steve Waygood 

Inspiring the long-term vision to tackle climate change takes all kinds of strategies. A sculpture can 

jolt thinking and contemplation - and is just the kind of idea which is a fitting legacy for Tessa. 

Rebecca Lawrence 

Great initiative - we need visual reminders of the importance of green (& social) finance in the heart 

of our financial centres to inspire and educate. Malini Mehra 

Thank you, Tessa for making a lasting impact in the world on sustainable finance, social investment 

and climate change. I will always remember your spirit and energy in making a difference in the 

world. Feini Tung 

Remembering a remarkable person who made a real difference- to us personally and to the world. 

Jane Anderson 

Tessa's vision and drive will live on in many ways, and a beautiful symbol of how money can help 

secure all our futures will be a brilliant addition. Alex Wilks 


